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The Return of the God of War [The Protector]
Chapter 3004 - 3005

And has strong energy radiation and fluctuations.

“Everyone, be careful, go up and take a look!”

This time, everyone changed to flying.

Slowly approached to a position eighty kilometers ahead.

Soon after, they had reached the sky above the sound source.

“Dididi…”

The instrument made a rapid siren sound.

The energy radiation below has reached an explosive value.

To exceed the tolerance range of the instrument.

It is much stronger than the energy carried by Leviathan at the beginning!

“hiss!”

When they saw the specific beast below, everyone took a breath.

Because it was a tiger that caught the eye!

But this tiger is too big.

Like a mountain!
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It is at least five or six times bigger than the tiger in your mind!

The size actually doesn’t scare everyone much.

After all, I have seen an enhanced version of Leviathan.

The key is that the tiger’s body has a faint halo, which is walking around like an electric
current.

That is super strong energy radiation.

It was a few days ago that a beam of light was dropped from the air to baptize the beasts,
allowing them to mutate their bodies, psychically, and gain powerful energy!

“Boom…”

When one of the aircraft was observed in mid-air, the beast gathered energy and
immediately bombarded it.

“careful!”

Everyone immediately began to exclaim.

The evasive escaped.

The ones that couldn’t be avoided were blasted to pieces.

Caused casualties.

There is also a low-flying tiger. This mutated tiger suddenly jumped up and grabbed the
aircraft directly.

Torn in half in everyone’s eyes.

You must know that the material of this aircraft is the top quality in Daxia, and it is easily
torn as a piece of paper.
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“Evacuate! Evacuate!”

Everyone started to run around.

The other expedition teams in Daxia have encountered similar situations.

All encountered this fierce beast that mutated.

The Return of the God of War [The Protector]
Chapter 3005

Even after some plants mutated, they became extremely violent.

It’s not only Daxia’s side.

The same is true for expedition teams like Guardians of the Galaxy Alliance.

Encountered many such situations.

Also saw a lot of fierce beast mutations.

Especially the group of Black Hawk agents encountered a super python.

After encountering the beam of energy radiation, it mutated into an existence similar to a
dragon.

Simply sweeping everything.

But the imagination is too, just a breath can transform the human body.

Not to mention the baptism of light beam radiation.

But one thing that puzzles the Black Hawk agent and all the expeditions is-what about
people?
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Why can’t you see humans?

Did it all disappear?It took most of the day.

Everyone has seen the general changes in this world.

All the mutated fierce beasts have been seen.

Sure enough, this new world is full of dangers!

But I really don’t see anyone.

For a while, everyone wondered-is it possible for human beings to survive this catastrophe?
All disappeared in the end?

The major expeditions can only go deeper.

Came to the central city of the Lynx Nation next to the War Eagle Nation…

“Dididi…”

Suddenly, several teams of the expedition led by Agent Black Hawk all sounded a strong
alarm.

This is a warning of energy radiation.

It just came out after encountering the mutated fierce beast.

But now there are red dots flickering everywhere on the screen of the expedition’s
instrument, densely packed, and it feels like there are thousands of them.

This is true for the instruments of each group.

And it means that every red dot position is bursting with energy!

Not weaker than those mutated fierce beasts before!
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Even stronger!

“Be careful! We may be in trouble!”

Agent Black Hawk reminded.

All enter the fighting state.

I met those fierce beasts earlier, and everyone suffered a lot.

It’s everywhere now, and it’s inevitable that people are scared.

“People! We see people!”
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